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Let G be an abelian group of finite torsion-free rank. If R is a commutative 
ring with identity, denote by R[G] the group ring of G over R. The primary 
purpose of this paper is to study the local behavior of R[G] when R is a field 
or the ring of integers. Our interest in this aspect of the nature of R[Gj was 
kindled by the paper [3] wherein group ring-theoretic methods are used to 
construct examples of non-Noetherian factorial rings of finite Krull dimension. 
As an application of our results we are able to construct quasilocal non- 
Noetherian factorial rings of characteristic zero, thereby solving the problem 
left open in [3]. Therefore, although this paper is supplemental to [3], we 
hope that it also proves to be of independent interest. 
Throughout, all rings are commutative and unitary and all groups are 
abelian. If a ring has a unique maximal ideal, we shall call it quasilocal reserving 
“local” for a Noetherian quasilocal ring. We employ the notation of Northcott 
[7] and write elements of R[Gj in the form C riXgi, yi E R, gi E G. 
Let K be a field. Although it is well-known that K[Gj is Noetherian if and 
only if G is finitely generated, our first theorem shows that in many cases 
K[G] will be “locally” Noetherian. 
THEOREM A. Let K be a field and let G be an abelian group of jinite torsion- 
free rank. Let F be a free subgroup of G such that G/F is torsion. 
(i) If char(K) = 0, then each localization of K[Gj at a prime ideal is a 
regular local ring. 
(ii) If char(K) = p > 0, then K[G] is locally Noetherian ;f and only if 
(G/F), is $nite, where (G/F), denotes the p-primary component of G/F. More- 
over, ;f P is a prime ideal of K[C;I such that (K[G]), is Noetherian, then 
(K[G]),, is a Cohen-MucauZay ring. 
Before beginning the proof proper, we state and prove some prerequisites. 
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LEMMA 1. Let G be an abelian group with H a subgroup of G. If R is a 
commutative unitary ring then 
(1) R[G] is a free R[H]-module. 
(2) If G/H is torsion, R[G] is integral over R[H]. In particular, if H is an 
essential subgroup of G, then R[G] is integral over R[H] and free as an R[H]- 
module. 
Proof. (1) For f = &Go a,Xg E R[Gj, let supp f = {g E G / a, # 01. If 
{e,} is a set of distinct representatives for the cosets of H in G, then each g E G 
can be written in the form g = eaB + h, . Thus, for f E R[G] we have that 
f = 1 agXh~XS% = 1 f,X+ with fa E R[H]. 
WC n 
Furthermore, if 01 # ,6, then (e, + H) n (efl + H) = .@ so that 
supp f,Xe, n supp fax”@ = ia. 
It follows that f = 0 if and only if fu = 0 for each o(. Thus, R[G] = 
8, R[H]X”e. (This idea occurs in [8, p. 61.) 
(2) If ng E H, then Xg satisfies Y” - Xng E (R[H])[Y]. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that G has$nite torsion-free rank and that G contains 
a free subgroup F such that G/F is torsion and (G/F), is jnite. Then G, is finite 
and G = G, @ H, where H contains a freegroup Fl such that H/F, is torsion and 
(HP’J, = 0. 
Proof. We first note the following. If F2 is a free subgroup of G such that 
G/F2 is torsion, then (G/F,), is finite. To see this, let F’ = Fz n F. Then F/F’ 
is finitely generated and torsion since F/F’ N (F, + F)/Fz C G/F2 . Hence 
F/F’ is finite. From 0 + F/F’ + G/F’ -+ G/F --f 0 we see that (G/F), is finite 
if and only if (G/F’), is finite. 
Now G, is finite and pure in G and consequently, G = G, @ H for some 
subgroup H [2, Vol. I, Theorem 27.51. By the above remark, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that F C H. 
Let r: H + HItH, where tH denotes the torsion subgroup of H. Choose P 
with ~TF CF C rrH so that F/lnF = (rrH/rF), . Now nH/nF is a homomorphic 
image of the torsion group H/F, hence, since (H/F), is finite, (aH/nF), is 
finite. Thus, F is finitely generated and torsion-free, that is, P is free. Choose 
representatives in H for a basis of F, and let F’ be the subgroup generated by 
these representatives. Then F’ is a free subgroup of H and (H/F’), = 0 
as can be seen from the exact sequence O-+ (F’ + tH)/F’+ H/F’+ vH/F-+ 0. 
(Recall that tHp = 0.) 
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We are now ready to prove Theorem A. 
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that char K = 0 or that char K = p and 
(G/F), is finite. If char K = 0 we set H = G. If char K = p, let G = G, @ H, 
where H, = 0 and G, is finite. In either case, we may choose a free subgroup 
F of H such that H/F is torsion and when char K = p, (H/F), = 0. 
Let R = K[H] and R, = K[F]. Then K[G] = R when char K = 0 and 
K[G] = R[G,] when char K = p. We will show that each localization of R 
at a prime ideal is regular local. This will prove (i) and sufficiency in (ii) since 
G, is finite. 
A remark which will be used implicitly is the following. If V C IV are rings 
with W a flat V-module, then if a prime ideal Q of W lies over P in I’, 
VP C W, . In particular, this always applies to group rings S[G,] _C S[G,] 
when Gr C G, . 
Let M be a prime ideal of R and set M,, = M n R, . We first show that 
MRM = MOR, . In fact, if m E M, then m E T = K[E], where E is a finitely 
generated subgroup of H with F _C E. Since E/F is finite, we may construct a 
finite chain of subgrouprings of R, R, C R, C ... C R, = T, where Ri is 
generated over RiPI by Xhi for some hi E E. Set Mi = M n R, . Since 
(Xhi)k E R, for some R prime to p = char K and K(Xhi)li--l is a unit in Ri , it 
follows from [6, Theorem 38.61 that Mi-l(Ri)M< = Mi(R&< . Thus, 
il!l,T,,,,, = (M n T)M,-,T and m/l E MOT,,, C MORM. Thus MR, = MOR, 
as claimed. 
Next let I be a finitely generated ideal in R and let 
r/l E fi (IM + MiR,), 
i=U 
where I,,, = IR, . We may choose T = K[Ej so that E is finitely generated, 
F C E (so R, C T), r E T, and the generators for I are contained in T. Then 
IM = (In T)RM. Set MT = M n T. Since R, _C T C R, MRM = M,RM by 
the previous paragraph. Furthermore, RM is faithfully flat over TMr and TMT 
is Noetherian so that 
r/l E fi [(In T) + MT*] R, n TMT =fi[InT+M#]T,, 
i=O i=O 
=(InT)T,,Z(InT)R,=I,. 
With I = 0, this shows that (IT=, MiRR, = 0 and for arbitrary I this 
shows that each finitely generated ideal of R, is closed in the MR,-adic 
topology. Since MR, = M,R, is finitely generated, RM is Noetherian by 
[6, Theorem 31.81. 
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R, is a ring of quotients of the polynomial ring K[Yr ,..., Y,], where 
t = rankF and so (R,,& is a regular local ring. Since R is integral and a 
free module over R, , the Going Up and Down Theorems show that rank M = 
rank MO . Since MR, is generated by M,, , this shows that R, is regular local. 
To prove necessity in (ii), suppose that (G/F), is infinite. Let M be the 
maximal ideal in R = K[C;I generated by elements of the form Xg - 1, 
g E G. The following argument of Gilmer shows that MR, is not finitely 
generated. Given any finitely generated ideal I c M, let H be the subgroup 
of G generated by those g’s occuring as exponents in a finite set of generators 
for I together with F. Then H is finitely generated, so G/H contains an 
element g + H of order p. Let 4: K[C;I -+ K[G/H] be induced by the natural 
map of G onto G/H. Notice that C(1) = 0. Let f E R\M. By [1, p. 6591, the 
annihilator of XP+~ - 1 = $(Xg - 1) is contained in 4(M). Thus, 
+(f)(b(Xg- 1) #Osothatf.(Xg- l)$Ir.ItfollowsthatXg-l$lRM, 
so that IRM # MR, . Thus, MR, is not finitely generated and R, is not 
Noetherian. 
As for the moreover assertion, assume that P has rank s and let P,, = 
P n K[F]. Then PO(KIFj)pO is the maximal ideal of the s-dimensional 
Cohen-Macaulay ring (KIF]),O and (K[G])P is a faithfully flat extension of 
VWI)P,, . Since the grade of P,,(KIF])pO is s, it follows from the faithful 
flatness that the grade of P(K[F])p is at least s. But the rank of P(K[Gj)p is 
precisely s and this cannot be strictly less than the grade of P(K[G])p . Thus, 
(K[G]), is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Remark 1. Our proof of Theorem A essentially proves the following: 
Let R = hip1 Ri , each Ri a flat and finitely generated R,-algebra. Suppose 
that for each i E I and each prime ideal M of R, M,RiM, = MORiM. . Then if 
RO is locally Noetherian, so is R. E z 
Remark 2. One could pursue the program of proving Theorem A under 
less stringent hypotheses on the coefficient ring. In fact, our proof of 
Theorem A shows the following: 
Let R be a ring containing the rational numbers and let G be an abelian 
group of finite torsion-free rank. If R is locally Noetherian, so is R[Gj. 
If D is a locally Noetherian domain of characteristic p > 0, G an abelian 
group of finite torsion-free rank and F a free subgroup of G so that G/F is 
torsion, then D[G] is locally Noetherian if and only if (G/F), is finite. 
The next theorem shows that even in case the coefficient ring is the ring 
of integers, some additional hypotheses on the group are required in order to 
insure the local Noetherianess of the group ring. 
THEOREM B. Let Z denote the ring of integers and let G be an abelian group 
of jnite torsion-free rank. Let F be a free subgroup of G such that G/F is torsion. 
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Then .Z[G] is locally Noetherian if and only iffor each prime integer p, (G/F), is 
$nite. 
Proof. Suppose that (G/F), is infinite for some p. Write R = Z[G], 
R = R/pR, and note that R N (Z/pZ)[G]. As the proof of Theorem A shows, 
there exists a maximal ideal M c R so that MRM is not finitely generated. If 
M is the inverse image of M in R, MR, is not finitely generated. 
Conversely, let M be a maximal ideal of R = Z[G]. There is at most one 
prime integer p such that p E M. If (G/F), is finite, G, is finite and being 
pure in G, G, is a direct summand of G. By Lemma 2, we may assume that 
G = G, @ H, where F C H and (H/F), = 0. Let R = Z[H], R, = Z[F]. 
The relationship between R and R, is precisely the same as that in the proof 
of Theorem A. The crucial point is that if g E H and m is the order of g + F 
in H/F, then mX(mpl)g 4 M. As in the proof of Theorem A, it follows that 
R MnR and thus (K[G]), are Noetherian. 
Before stating our next theorem, we need to recall some terminology. 
Let R be a commutative unitary ring with P _C Q prime ideals of R. A chain 
of prime ideals P, C P1 C ... C P, in R is called a maximal chain of prime 
ideals between P and Q if P,, = P, P, = Q and Pie1 and P, are adjacent for 
1 < i < r. A maximal chain of primes of R is a maximal chain of primes 
between a rank zero prime ideal and a maximal ideal. R is said to satisfy the 
first chain condition for prime ideals (f.c.c.) if each maximal chain of prime 
ideals of R has length equal to the Krull dimension of R. R satisfies the 
second chain condition for prime ideals (s.c.c.) if for each rank zero prime ideal 
P of R and for each integral domain R’ integral over R/P, the length of every 
maximal chain of prime ideals of R’ is equal to the Krull dimension of R. 
THEOREM C. Suppose that D is an a$ine domain over aJield K and that R 
is a ring containing D, integral over D and torsion-free as a D-module. If P’ is a 
prime ideal of R and af P = P’ n D, then rank(P) = rank(P’). Moreover, R 
satisfies S.C.C. In particular, if G is an abelian group of Jinite torsion-free rank r, 
then K[Gj satisfies S.C.C. and the Krull dimension of K[G] = r. 
Proof. By the Normalization Lemma [9, p. 2001, there exist elements 
x1 ,..., x, E D transcendental over K such that D is integral over D, = 
K[x, ,..., xr]. Since R is a torsion-free De-module integral over D, and since 
D, is integrally closed, the Going-Down Theorem holds between D, and R 
and between D, and D. From this we see that for P,, = P n D, , rank(P’) = 
rank(P,) = rank(P). 
As for the second assertion, it is well-known that D satisfies f.c.c. [4, p. 3861 
and we use this to show that R satisfies f.c.c. Since the Krull dimension of D 
is equal to the Krull dimension of R, we need only check that a maximal 
chain of prime ideals of R contracts to a maximal chain in D or, what amounts 
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to the same thing, adjacent primes of R contract to adjacent primes of D. Let 
Pa C Pi’ be adjacent primes of R and set Pi = Pi’ n D, i = 0, 1. Now 
RIP,,’ is a domain integral over the affine domain D/P0 and by the first 
assertion, rank(P,/P,) = rank(P,‘/P,‘) = 1. Thus P,, and PI are adjacent. 
If Q is a rank zero prime ideal of R and if B is a domain integral over R/Q, 
then B is integral over D/(Q n D) = D/(O) = D. By the preceding paragraph, 
B satisfies f.c.c. 
As mentioned previously, this paper is supplemental to the work of [3] 
and it is time to make the relationship precise. Let D be a factorial ring. If 
G is a torsion-free abelian group of type (0, O,...), that is, if each rank one 
subgroup of G is cyclic, then it is noted in [3] that D[G] is factorial. By 
Theorem C, if G has finite torsion-free rank r, all maximal ideals of K[G] 
have rank Y. Consequently, if Y 3 2 is a positive integer and if L, is the 
nonfinitely generated type (0, O,...) rank Y group constructed in [2, vol. II, 
p. 1251 then K[L,] is an r-dimensional non-Noetherian factorial ring. (It is not 
Noetherian because L, is not finitely generated.) This adds nothing to [3] 
except possibly to bring the argument into sharper focus. 
The one problem left open in [3] is to construct finite dimensional (22) 
non-Noetherian quasilocal factorial rings of characteristic zero. From 
Theorem A, we see that this cannot be done by forming the group ring over a 
field and then localizing. However, such examples can be constructed in 
dimension greater than or equal to three by using Theorem B. The problem 
is also tractable in dimension two but requires special attention. This is 
summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM D. If n > 2 is a positive integer then there exists a non- 
Noetherian quasilocal factorial ring of characteristic zero and Krull dimension n. 
Proof. n > 3: Let Y = n - 1 and let L, be the rank Y group constructed 
in [2, Vol. II, p. 1251. Then there exists a prime integerp such that (L,/F,), is 
infinite, where F,. denotes a free subgroup of L, of rank Y. Thus, by Theorem B 
there exists a maximal ideal M of Z[LT] such that (Z[Lr])M is not Noetherian. 
By [31, Z[L,l and hence ~W,l)M is factorial. We need only see that (Z[LT])M 
has dimension Y + 1 = n, that is, M has rank Y + 1. This follows from the 
following. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be an abelian group of Jinite torsion-free yank Y. Each 
maximal ideal of Z[G] has rank Y + 1. 
Proof. Let F be a free subgroup of G of rank Y. Z[Gl is faithfully flat and 
integral over Z[F] = Z[X, ,..., x, , x;l,..., x;‘], x1 ,..., x, transcendental over Z. 
Therefore, the dimension of Z[c;l is Y + 1 and since the Going Down 
Theorem holds between Z[q and Z[F], rank(M) > rank(M n Z[FJ). So our 
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problem amounts to proving that rank(M n Z[P]) = r + 1. Now M nZ[F] 
is maximal in Z[F] and so we are interested in maximal ideals of 
Z[x, ,..., x, , ql,..., x;‘]. Let P be a maximal ideal of Z[x, ,. .., xr]. Since 
Zh ,-.*, x,.] is a Hilbert ring, P n 2 = pZ for some prime integer p. Hence, 
P is a maximal ideal of (.Z/pZ)[x, ,..., xr] and consequently has rank r. 
It follows that rank(P) = Y + 1. Now if D is any Hilbert domain and if 
d E D\(O), each maximal ideal of D[d-l] is the extension of a maximal ideal 
of D. To see this, let Q be a prime ideal of D maximal without d. Then Q 
is a intersection of maximal ideals and some one of these must be without d 
also. Thus, Q is maximal. In our case Z[F] = (Z[x, ,..., zr])[(xi ,..., xv)-‘1 
and the lemma is proved. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem D by constructing a two-dimen- 
sional, non-Noetherian, quasilocal factorial ring of characteristic zero. 
EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime integer and denote by Z[l/p] the additive 
group of rational numbers each of whose denominators is a power of p. Set 
G = Z[l/p] @ Z[l/p] @ Z[l/p]. We seek to choose in Z[G] a rank two 
prime ideal P so that (Z[G]), will be the desired example. Write H = 
Z[l/p] @ Z[l/p] and G, = p-“Z @ H for n 3 0. Then clearly, 
G=fiG, and zvl = fi MHlNP-“4. 
?L=O TL=O 
Choose elements y. , yi ,... E Z[H] SO that yn is not a unit in (Z/pZ)[H] and 
y12. = rE+i for each II. (One such sequence is yn = X(p-“J’) + X’O*P-“)). Set 
P, = (p, yn + Yp-“) in (Z[H])[p-“Z] = (Z[H])[Yp-“, Y-pmn], Y an 
indeterminate over Z[H]. Now P, is a prime ideal of (Z[H])[p-“Z] being the 
canonical inverse image of the prime ideal (yn + P”-“) of ((Z/pZ)[H])[p-nZ]. 
Moreover, Pn+l lies over P, , for modulo p, (Y,+~ + Ffn-l)p = yn + pp-“. 
Thus, P = uIzo P, is a prime ideal of Z[Gj, easily seen to have rank two. 
As noted in [3], Z[Gj is a GCD-domain and therefore so is (Z[G]), . 
Moreover, P,(Z[G]), C Pl(ZIG])p C ..* is a strictly ascending chain of ideals 
in (Z[Gj)p . To see that, merely work modulop in which case 
(j& + Y-y = pn + Yp-“. 
Consequently, to see that (Z[G]), is the desired example we need only prove 
that it satisfies the ascending chain condition on principal ideals or equiv- 
alently, that each nonunit is a product of irreducibles. 
Since we want to use Galois theory, we will find it convenient to have pth 
roots of unity present. Thus, let 5 be a primitive pth root of unity and let 
I = Zu&], the integral closure of Z(,) in Q[{]. First, observe that P’ = 
(P, 1 - 5) is the unique prime of I[G] lying over P. In fact, let M be a prime 
ideal of I[G] with M n Z[c;l = P. Then Z/pZ C Z[G]jM and %p = T. Thus, 
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5 = i and 1 - 5 E M. On the other hand, (P, 1 - 5) is prime. That it is the 
unique prime lying over P now follows since I[C; is integral over Z(,[Gj. 
We claim that to prove that (Z[c;l)p satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
principal ideals, it suffices to prove this for (I[Gj),, . I is a finite free Z(,J- 
module and therefore I[c;l is a finite free Zt,)[GJ-module. Since P’ is the 
unique prime of 1[Gj lying over P, (I[G&, is integral over 
(Z~GI)P(Z,~+GI) = VIGI)P . 
Hence, (I[G]),, is a faithfully flat (ZIG])p-module and the claim is sub- 
stantiated. 
Let P,’ be the unique prime ideal in R, = I[G,J which lies over P,, and let 
f E P’. Then f E P,’ for some n. For convenience, write R, = S[p-“Z], 
S =I[H]. Now, P’n S = (1 - 5)s and so if fES, then (f) = (1 - 5) 
and there’s nothing to prove. Otherwise, multiplying by a suitable power of 
Ypmn, we may assume that f is a polynomial in YP-” with coefficients in S 
and nonzero constant term. Moreover, since S is a GCD-domain we may 
assume that the coefficients off have no common factors. Thus, f = YP-“g + h, 
g E S[Y”-“I, h E S, h # 0. Moreover, since f has unit content, any proper 
factor off in S[Yn-“] will be a polynomial of smaller degree-that is, f is a 
product of irreducibles in S[Yp-“1 and we need only show that each of these 
factors only finitely often in (I[G]),, . Therefore, assume f, written as above, 
is irreducible. 
Now let F, be the quotient field of S[Yp-“1 and let u be the automorphism 
of Fn,, acting as follows: YD-~-~ -+ <Yp-n-l, s + s for each s E S. Then F, is 
the fixed field of u, so F,+JF, is a Galois extension and CJ generates the Galois 
group. Now S[Yp-“1 is integrally closed in 17, and S[Yp-“-‘I is its integral 
closure in F,,, . It follows that if fi is a proper factor off in S[Yp-“-‘I, then 
f = fi . U(fi) ... (r p-l(fi). Thus, if fi = Y”-“-lgi + hi , hi E S, then h = hip. 
Now, again working modulo p, we see that h is not a unit in S. In fact, 
h E (m , (1 - [)). Moreover, S is a nice union of Noetherian rings, so the 
Principal Ideal Theorem and a combination of Lying Over and Going Down 
tell us that h is contained in a rank one prime ideal P* of S. As shown above, 
if f factors indefinitely, h will belong to arbitrarily high powers of P*. There- 
fore, our proof will be finished as soon as we can see that fit==, (P*)” = (0). If 
P* = (1 - [)S, this is clear. If P* n I = (0) by Theorem A, S,, is a DVR 
and again nz=, (P*)” = (0). Q.E.D. 
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